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Key Points
� Marketing wild salmon successfully requires that
the wild salmon industry—fishing, processing and
distribution—create products that buyers and
consumers want, at the times and places they want
them, and for prices they are willing to pay.

� Naturally wild salmon has certain inherent
marketing advantages, including the fact that it is
wild, natural, produced in North America and
managed sustainably. However, wild salmon also
faces certain inherent marketing challenges,
including variability and uncertainty of quantity of
catches, short seasons, highly variable fish quality
and variable fish size.

� Good and consistent quality is an integral part of
successful marketing. There are significant quality
problems in many North American wild salmon
fisheries which result from how fish are caught
and handled. Quality problems affect the
reputation of Alaska wild salmon in the market
and hamper marketing of Alaska wild salmon.
There is lack of agreement about what should be
done to address quality programs in the Alaska
salmon industry.

� The wild salmon industry is not an integrated
enterprise with a common goal. It is a highly
competitive industry. Competition occurs between
fishermen, processors, species, regions, and
countries. The wild salmon industry is also

divided by conflicts between fishermen over
allocation and conflicts between fishermen and
processors over prices. Competition and internal
conflicts hamper efforts to achieve cooperation
within the industry in marketing. There is tension
between cooperation in generic marketing of
“wild salmon” and more focused marketing of
salmon of particular regions or producers.

� There has been little systematic evaluation of past
wild salmon marketing efforts. More generally, it
is difficult to distinguish between the effects of
marketing and changes in prices and supply.

� The implications of negative publicity about
farmed salmon for the marketing of farmed and
wild salmon are unclear. It appears likely to help
wild salmon in certain markets but may be
detrimental to longer-term growth in demand.

� Marketing is an integral part of the farmed salmon
industry. Control over production enables salmon
farmers to integrate marketing with every stage of
production, processing and distribution.

� Cooperation between wild and farmed salmon
producers in generic marketing of “salmon”
could expand the total market. However, most
wild salmon producers have not been receptive to
the idea of cooperating with salmon farmers,
partly because wild producers have no assurance
that expanded farmed salmon production would
not dissipate the potential benefits from
expanding demand.

Overview of North American
Salmon Marketing

CHAPTER XII

Introduction
In this chapter we provide an overview of North
American salmon marketing. The general goal of the
chapter is to describe, as best possible using available
data and previous studies, how both wild and farmed
salmon are marketed in North America and issues
associated with salmon marketing. This chapter will set
the stage for more detailed analysis in later chapters of
specific marketing issues, including “Analysis of MSC

Certification of Alaska Salmon” (Chapter XVI) and
“Analysis of Potential Effects of Salmon Labeling
Requirements” (Chapter XVII).

This report was written during a period of significant
change in North American salmon marketing. In 2004,
the Alaska legislature and the salmon industry made
major changes to the structure and funding of the
Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute (ASMI), which for
many years has played a leading role in wild salmon



marketing efforts. New federal and state grant
programs provided significant funding for a variety of
regional and private marketing efforts. Non-
governmental organizations opposed to salmon farming
increased efforts to persuade consumers and retailers
not to buy farmed salmon. The farmed salmon industry
expanded efforts to respond to these attacks and to
highly publicized research on potential health risks
associated with farmed salmon. The combined effects
that these changes will remain to be seen.

Defining “Marketing”
The term “marketing” means different things to
different people. Broadly defined, “marketing” includes
a wide spectrum of integrated activities by individual
firms or an industry to understand, communicate with
and meet the needs of customers.

Marketing professionals emphasize that a common
business mistake is to conceive of marketing too
narrowly—as involving only promotion. Effective
marketing also requires careful consideration of the
other three “Ps” of marketing: Product, Price and
Place (Figure XII-1).
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Some Definitions of “Marketing”

Marketing experts encourage firms and industries to
think about marketing broadly, as suggested by the
following definitions offered by various consultants,
associations and textbooks:

“Creating a customer”

“Finding out what your customers want and giving
it to them.”

“Marketing is the management process for
identifying, anticipating and satisfying customer
requirements profitably.”

“Marketing is everything you do to promote your
business, from the moment you conceive of it to the
point at which customers buy your products or
services and begin to patronize your business on a
regular basis.”

“Marketing is so basic that it cannot be considered a
separate function. It is the whole business seen from
the point of view of its final result, that is, from the
customer’s point of view….Business success is not
determined by the producer but by the customer.”1

Figure XII-1 The “4 P’s of Marketing”: Price, Product, Promotion & Placement

Marketing
Mix

Target
Market

Product

Variety*
Quality*
Design
Features

Brand Name
Packaging
Sizes*
Services
Warranties
Returns*

Price

List Price
Discounts
Allowances

Payment Period
Credit Terms

Place

Channels
Coverage

Assortments*
Locations*
Inventory*
Transport*

Promotion

Sales Promotion
Advertising
Sales Force

Public Relations
Direct Marketing

Source: Adapted by Gunnar Knapp from marketing presentation by Quentin Fong, University of Alaska Seafood Marketing Specialist,
http://www.dced.state.ak.us/oed/seafood/seafoodmarketing/quentinscorner/quentinscorner4.htm

1 Peter Drucker quotation posted on website of Quentin Fong, University of Alaska Seafood Marketing Specialist,
www.dced.state.ak.us/cbd/seafood/seafoodmarketing/quentinscorner/quentinscorner.htm.

*Elements of marketing which represent special challenges for wild salmon



Marketing wild salmon successfully requires that the
wild salmon industry—fishing, processing and
distribution—create products that buyers want, get the
products to buyers at the times and places they want
them, and sell them at prices buyers are willing to pay.
Similarly, retailers and food-service operators need to
provide consumers with products they want, at the
times and places they want them, and at prices
consumers are willing to pay.2 As we discuss below,
certain elements of marketing represent special
challenges for wild salmon, because of the nature of
the product and relative lack of control over production
(compared with most other food products).

The Relationship betweenWild
Salmon Marketing and Quality
Good and consistent quality is an integral part of
successful marketing. Good quality helps to increase
demand; poor quality reduces demand. Inconsistent
quality also increases business risk and therefore
reduces demand. If buyers and consumers are not
confident about quality, they are not willing to pay as
much—or they may not be willing to buy at all.

There are significant quality problems in many North
American wild salmon fisheries. These problems
include net-marks, external and internal bruising, blood
seepage, gaping and softness or mushiness. They result
from lack of careful handling and waiting too long or
not keeping fish sufficiently chilled between the time
they are caught and the time they are processed.

Practices that contribute to market quality concerns for
Alaska salmon were summarized bluntly in a 2002
report prepared for the Alaska legislature (Surefish
Seafood Quality Specialists 2002). They included:

• “Rough handling at every stage is commonplace”

• “Well over half of Alaska salmon is not chilled by
harvesters and chilling at tender and plant levels is
often inadequate”

• “Many areas routinely hold fish for six hours or
more, thinking that such a “short time” without ice
is not a problem”

• “Fish age is often extensive, resulting in significant
quality problems and poor shelf life”

• “Even if the fish looks okay on the outside,
internal damage from the above such as gaping and
internal bruising, which cannot be seen from the
outside, is the result”

• “Drastic variations even within the same grade or
box”

As a result, the report concluded, although buyers
understand the difference between wild and farmed
salmon they consider wild salmon more risky. Buyers
are concerned that quality standards are not consistent
and that quality is not as represented, resulting in yield
losses and shorter shelf life.

The report noted that “some previous marketing efforts
have contributed to the problem.” Samples shipped as
part of marketing efforts were “often inconsistent, poor
quality, or mixed species.” If samples were of high
quality, producers were “unable to follow-up at that
same level. As a result most buyers now do not believe
producer claims of high quality and must now have it
proven to them.”

At present, for almost all wild salmon fisheries, there are
no uniform mandated quality standards. Under existing
regulations, wild salmon have to be safe to eat—but they
do not have to look good or taste good. While many or
most individual fishermen and processors may strive to
produce high quality fish, some do not.

The lack of uniform quality standards hampers any
effort to market “wild” salmon or “Alaska” salmon.
The fact that a salmon is “wild” or that it is “Alaskan”
does not guarantee that it is a good product. To some
buyers, it signals that it may not be a good product.

This problem is widely recognized within the wild
salmon industry. One of the greatest potential
marketing advantages of wild salmon—the quality
image associated with natural wild fish—is
undermined by how some fishermen and processors
handle those fish.
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2 We use the term “buyer” to refer to companies which buy salmon, such as retailers and food-service companies. We use the term “consumer” to refer to individuals
who buy salmon for their own or family consumption.

Quality problem: internal bruises
in a wild chum salmon fillet

Photograph by Gunnar Knapp



Policy Goals of ImprovingWild
Salmon Quality and Marketing
Since wild salmon prices began to decline in the early
1990s, fishermen, processors, policy makers and
consultants have debated how to address the problems
facing the wild salmon industry. A series of task forces,
industry forums and reports have examined the issues
and made recommendations about strategies for the
industry.3

A consistent theme running throughout this discussion
has been the need for improving the quality and
marketing of wild salmon. The argument has been that
the wild salmon industry has been a production-driven
commodity industry, overly dependent on the canned
salmon market and the Japanese frozen market, which
has devoted insufficient attention to quality,
development of new products and marketing.
Therefore, to compete effectively with farmed salmon
in a changing market, the industry needs to improve
quality, to develop new products to respond to new
market demand and opportunities, to devote
significantly more resources to marketing (particularly
in the U.S. fresh and frozen market) and to market in
more effective ways.

While there has been general agreement about the goal
of improving quality, there has not been agreement
about how to achieve this goal. Some have argued for
mandating handling or quality standards, such as
requiring icing or chilling by fishermen or requiring
that fish be processed within a certain period of time
after harvesting. Others have strongly opposed
mandated standards, arguing that they may be
uneconomic, unfair, or impossible to achieve, and have
argued instead for education efforts and financial
assistance for investments in quality improvement, such
as ice-making facilities or chilling equipment. More
recently, as discussed later in this chapter, some
producers have established their own quality standards,
which are monitored and certified by external
certifying organizations.

Similarly, the goal of more and better marketing has
been expressed repeatedly since the early 1990s:

“[The State] should contract a major marketing
research firm . . . to develop and analyze the ‘facts’
related to salmon market trends, opportunities, and
weaknesses in major and potential markets. The
group should also evaluate the state and industry’s
marketing efforts . . . to permit, if possible, a more
effective approach to marketing Alaska Seafood”
(Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic
Development, Salmon Strategy Task Force
Recommendations 1992)

“We will collectively move the salmon industry from
a production-driven fish industry to a market-driven
food industry that knows its customers... We must
build in predictability and consistency for the buyers
of Alaska salmon.” (Strategic Solutions Consulting
Group 1997)

However, as with improving quality, there has not been
agreement about how to improve the marketing of
Alaska wild salmon or how to fund such efforts. As
discussed below, the industry continues to debate this
issue, and to experiment with new approaches to
marketing. The fact that the issues of how to improve
quality and marketing remain central to the policy
debate within the wild salmon industry reflects the
complexity and difficulty of these issues.

Challenges in Marketing Wild
Salmon
Wild salmon has certain inherent marketing
advantages, including the fact that it is wild, generally
sustainably managed, produced in North America and
tastes delicious. This has led to a strong belief within
the wild salmon industry that these advantages can and
should be the basis for successful marketing.

However, the North American wild salmon industry
also faces a number of challenges to effective
marketing in the face of ever-increasing competition
from farmed salmon. Before reviewing North American
wild salmon marketing, it is useful to review these
challenges, as they are reflected in the marketing
organizations and activities which exist—and which do
not exist.

The biology of salmon results in several significant
inherent challenges to wild salmon marketing (see
Chapter II). These include:

• High annual variation in catches.

• Uncertainty of catches.

• Catches occur during specific relatively short
seasons.

• Variable fish sizes and quality.

As summarized in Table XII-1, all of these inherent
challenges represent disadvantages for wild salmon in
competing with farmed salmon.

Competition among Wild Salmon Producers

The wild salmon industry is not an integrated
enterprise with a common goal. In contrast, it is a
highly competitive industry. Within the wild salmon
industry, salmon sellers compete for customers, and
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3 Reports of most of these efforts are posted at the web site of the Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development’s Office of Fisheries Development,
at http://www.dced.state.ak.us/cbd/seafood/seafoodreports.htm.



salmon buyers compete for suppliers. On a broader
scale, competition occurs between species, regions, and
countries.

Different Alaska regions compete to create reputations
and brands for their products. Copper River salmon
competes with salmon from other Alaska areas such as
Cook Inlet and Kodiak. Canadian wild salmon
competes with Alaska wild salmon in United States and
abroad. Salmon from Washington, Oregon and
California compete against each other and against
salmon from British Columbia and Alaska.

Natural wild salmon competes with hatchery wild
salmon.4 As was discussed in Chapter IV, some
fishermen in regions without hatcheries, such as
interior and western Alaska, have argued that Alaska
salmon hatcheries have depressed prices for Alaska
pink and chum salmon by producing too many fish.
Some fishermen argue their markets would be better if
hatcheries produced less fish.

More generally, any wild salmon fishery’s markets would
be better if other wild fisheries produced less fish. High
Alaska wild salmon catches—usually viewed as evidence
of successful management of Alaska’s wild salmon
fisheries—increase the difficulty of marketing the catch.
In recent years, this has particularly been the case for
pink salmon. Large canned pink salmon packs have
depressed prices. In an effort to strengthen prices, the
federal government has purchased substantial volumes of
canned pink salmon in recent years, under a U.S.
Department of Agriculture commodity purchase program.
Between 1997 and 2005, the federal government spent
$84 million on purchases of canned pink salmon—an
average of $9.3 million per year (USDA 2006).

If considered from this perspective, in any economic
enterprise, a marketing strategy should include

consideration of the appropriate scale of production for
market conditions in both the short-run and the long-run.
However, for wild salmon fisheries, there has been almost
no discussion of the appropriate scale of aggregate
production from a marketing perspective. In general, in
every fishery the goal of fishery managers and the
industry has been to produce as much salmon as possible
(on a sustainable basis). Any discussion of controlling
aggregate production would immediately raise the
complex question of whose production should be reduced.
Unlike in agriculture, where production controls have
been attempted with varying success, it would be very
difficult to devise a practical way for different regions to
share “fairly” in controlling salmon production.

A fundamental challenge in marketing wild salmon is
the tension between cooperating with other wild
salmon producers to promote “wild salmon” and more
narrowly focused efforts to market the salmon of a
region or an individual company. In any common
marketing strategy, conflicts arise over whether the
benefits of the strategy are being shared fairly in
proportion to costs.

Other Conflicts within the Wild Salmon Industry

Beyond competition in the marketplace, there are many
other conflicts within the wild salmon industry which
make it more difficult to achieve cooperation in
marketing. One set of conflicts is between fishermen
and processors over prices paid to fishermen. In many
wild salmon fisheries, fishermen believe that they are
not paid fairly by processors. A long-standing history
of mistrust has included bitter fishermen’s strikes and
lawsuits alleging price-fixing by salmon processors.5

This conflict hampers cooperation among fishermen
and processors over how to market wild salmon
effectively. In particular, there is tension between
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Wild salmon Farmed salmon

Production control Wild salmon producers cannot control Farmers can control production to meet
production, which varies widely from specific production goals
year to year

Production risk Wild salmon producers cannot accurately Farmers can accurately forecast
forecast production or guarantee supply production and guarantee supply
commitments commitments

Production timing Wild harvests must occur during a short Farmed production can occur over many
summer run months or year-round

Production consistency There is wide variation in the size and Farmed fish can be produced in
quality of individual wild fish consistent sizes and with consistent

quality

4 In a generic marketing campaign launched by Brand Oregon, the planned advertisement was for “Oregon wild” salmon. This title was quickly contested by fish
activists because of hatchery salmon, so that the advertisement was changed to “Oregon wild caught” salmon. www.katu.com/outdoor/story.asp?ID=65875.

5 A class-action suit filed in 1996 alleging price-fixing by Bristol Bay salmon processors and Japanese importers ended in May 2003 when an Anchorage jury
unanimously cleared the defendants of the charges after a four-month trial. Combined legal costs for both sides totalled about $50 million—about the same as the
entire budget of the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute between 1998 and 2003, and about 50 percent more than the total funds raised by the salmon marketing tax
paid by Alaska salmon fishermen between 1994 and 2003.

Table XII-1 Wild and Farmed Salmon:
Comparison of Production Control, Risk, Timing and Consistency



fishermen and processors over whether the benefits of
marketing are reflected fairly in the prices paid to
fishermen.

Many wild salmon runs are fished by more than one
group of commercial salmon fishermen. This leads to
numerous conflicts between different groups over
allocation, or the share of the fish that each group is
allowed to catch (or the extent to which fishery
regulations tend to favor one group over another). One
type of allocation conflict arises when fishermen using
different kinds of gear fish for salmon in the same area.
Examples include conflicts between drift gillnet
fishermen and set gillnet fishermen in Bristol Bay, and
conflicts between gillnet fishermen and seine fishermen
in British Columbia.

Another type of allocation conflict arises when
returning salmon swim through one fishing area en
route to other fishing areas, again leading to disputes
about how much fishermen in each area should be
allowed to catch. The most prominent example is the
long-running dispute between Alaska, British Columbia
and U.S. Pacific Northwest fishermen related to the
Pacific Salmon Treaty. Another example is the dispute
over interception by fishermen in Alaska’s False Pass
fishery of chum salmon returning to western Alaska
river systems.

These conflicts within the wild salmon industry are
important. It is harder for an industry which is deeply
divided over many internal issues to work together
effectively towards common marketing goals.

Lack of Marketing Experience

Most wild salmon fishermen—and many other people
in the salmon industry—have relatively little
experience in marketing. Knowing how to catch and
process fish is not the same as knowing what buyers or
consumers want, or how to market fish.

Paradoxically, it may be more difficult for wild salmon
fishermen to be objective in thinking about marketing
wild salmon than for people without a salmon fishing
background. Fishermen who are used to eating wild
salmon and being around people who also eat wild
salmon may not understand how wild and farmed
salmon may taste to first-time or occasional salmon
consumers, or what they may know or care about
salmon or where it comes from or how it is produced.
They are unlikely to have a detailed understanding of
the salmon distribution chain, the factors that influence
buyers for retail and food service organizations, or
what marketing strategies have been cost-effective and
successful in other food industries. To the extent that
this is true for the U.S. domestic market, it is even
more true for foreign markets such as Europe and

Japan. Fishermen’s instincts about what marketing
approaches may be most cost-effective and successful
for wild salmon are not necessarily right.

Not surprisingly, however, many of the wild salmon
marketing activities discussed in this rest of this
chapter are directed or controlled by wild salmon
fishermen or others with relatively little experience in
marketing, including politicians and government
bureaucrats. Regardless of the sincerity, dedication and
hard work of these individuals, lack of experience is a
constraint to the effectiveness of these activities.

Costs of Marketing

Marketing costs money. Effective marketing requires
sustained funding over multiple years. The dramatic
decline in the value of wild salmon catches and
production has made it harder for the wild salmon
industry to fund marketing efforts. In Alaska, a decline
in state oil revenues further contributed to a decline in
state funding for salmon marketing.6

Private Sector Wild Salmon Marketing

The most important component of wild salmon
marketing is that undertaken by private companies—
processors and fishermen—in marketing their own
products. Marketing by private companies affects the
entire wild salmon industry through its effects on buyer
and consumer awareness of wild salmon and its
qualities.

Marketing by Processors

Salmon processors engage in a wide variety of
marketing efforts for their own products. These
include, for example, efforts to improve product
quality, new product development, branding,
certification (such as Marine Stewardship Council
chain-of-custody certification), advertising (primarily
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6 The dramatic rise in oil prices in 2005 and 2006 greatly increased Alaska oil revenues, and could potentially reverse this trend.

Trident Seafoods
Wild Alaska
Salmon Burger
Advertisement,
Seafood Business
Magazine,
August 2003
(Used with permission of
Trident Seafoods)



in the seafood trade press), attendance at trade shows
and regular sales department activities.

Fishermen and others outside the processing industry
have often criticized processors for insufficient attention
to marketing. As competition has increased and
marketing has become increasingly important, this
criticism is probably less valid today than it was
formerly. Fishermen and the general public may not be
aware of processors’ marketing efforts, because most of
these efforts are not targeted towards the general public.

Marketing by individual companies builds on and
adds to messages reaching buyers and consumers
about wild salmon. New product development efforts
also help to test consumer acceptance of new products
and create buyer and consumer awareness, making it
easier for other processors to introduce their own
new products.

Fishermen’s Direct Marketing

Since the early 1990s, dissatisfaction with prices paid by
traditional processors has created interest among many
salmon fishermen in “direct marketing,” or marketing
their own fish. In some cases the fishermen process their
own fish into products such as fresh fillets or smoked

fish, sometimes with the help of family members or paid
employees. In other cases, fishermen pay traditional
processors to “custom process” their fish, but retain
ownership of the fish to market it themselves.

Direct marketing operations vary widely in scale and
sophistication. Typically, fishermen engaged in direct
marketing begin by selling their fish to small “niche”
markets, such as friends and family members,
acquaintances in their home town, or a few restaurants
or stores. They may spend significant periods of time
outside the salmon season selling fish, meeting with
customers and planning operations and markets for the
coming season.

Over time, some direct marketing efforts grow into
large-scale operations, with fishermen buying fish from
other fishermen, hiring more workers and investing in
processing facilities and equipment. Eventually, in this
way, some fishermen become processors.

The following page provides two examples of wild
salmon direct marketing efforts, reproduced from
other publications. Many more examples may be
found from across Alaska, British Columbia and the
U.S. Pacific Northwest.
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TRIDENT SEAFOODS
(www.tridentseafoods.com)

Wild salmon promotion. “Trident only sells wild
salmon. Wild salmon are caught by fishermen as they
return to their spawning streams after spending years
in the cold Pacific Ocean developing their fatty layer
rich with omega-3s. Wild-caught salmon have a
significantly more flavorful quality and more brilliant
color than farm raised salmon.” “(Alaska salmon) are
processed within hours to ensure the highest quality.
Roughly half of the Alaska salmon catch is canned
with the remainder being quick-frozen, capturing the
fresh-caught flavor unique to Alaskan wild salmon.”

Quality assurance. Trident’s “carefully conceived
mix of mobile and fixed production assets gives us
the ability to control our seafood products From the
Source to the Plate®. From the fishermen, to the
processors, to the plant managers, all Trident
employees assume personal responsibility for Trident
quality. We are constantly aware that the products we
handle are not simply raw materials but a valuable
food source for people around the world.”

NORQUEST SEAFOODS:
(www.norquestseafood.com)

Value-added products. “Our proximity to salmon
resources gives us the ability to select the finest

quality salmon for smoking and offer it to our valued
customers... NorQuest produces a full spectrum of
smoked products for food service, retail, ingredient
processing, the seafood case, specialty gift shops, and
mail order.... Our smoked products are all natural and
contain no artificial preservatives or colorings.”

Quality assurance. “From the moment the seafood is
harvested, we take great care to ensure that its
inherent wholesome qualities are quickly preserved.
Whether it is frozen on board one of our processing
vessels or in one of our shore plants, the same
urgency is put into freezing, grading, packing, and
shipping your seafood.” “...NorQuest is 100 percent
accountable for the quality of every product... “

ICICLE SEAFOODS
(www.icicleseafoods.com)

Value-added products. “The combination of an
abundance of Alaska salmon and consumer demand
for easy to prepare meals has provided the
opportunity for Icicle to develop a line of both
Foodservice and Retail value-added salmon products
under the SALMON CHEF brand.”

New product development. “Icicle Seafoods was
one of the first to produce skinless/boneless canned
salmon.”

Selected Marketing Themes fromWeb Sites of Major Alaska Salmon Processors
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Handbooks about Direct Marketing Written for Alaska and British Columbia Fishermen

Photographs by Gunnar Knapp

Bruce Gore, Triad Fisheries, Sitka Alaska (1997)

Gore started marketing his own fish in 1978. In
addition to his own fish, he now markets frozen-at-
sea salmon for approximately 20 trollers. All
participants must meet the strict handling and quality
standards set by Gore’s company, Triad Fisheries.
Fish are identified with a numbered tag attached to
the gill that remains on the fish until purchased by
the consumer. The tag is used not only to distinguish
Gore’s product in the marketplace, but as a quality
control measure that permits problem fish to be
traced back to the boat, time and location of capture.

All Gore-tagged fish are stunned, bled (including
back flushing of the blood line), dressed and frozen
to 40 degrees F on board the vessel. To ensure the
salmon are frozen pre-rigor, all fish are frozen within
90 minutes of capture.

Gore markets his fish domestically and in Asia. He
says it took him three to five years to establish a
market niche for his premium quality salmon. “I felt
the best way to maintain high quality of the fish I
caught was to freeze it at sea,” he says. “The market
needed a product it could defrost in six months and
was still a beautiful fish. This was to be my
marketing advantage. It took at least three years to
convince people that my fish really were a premier
product and that this was not a marketing ploy.”

Gore operates out of Sitka, using a local processor to
custom pack his product. The fish are held in the
public cold storage facility there until enough
product accumulates to fill a refrigerated container
for shipment to cold storage in Seattle. At the Seattle
facility, Gore repackages his product to meet the
order specifications of his customers.

Source: Alaska Department of Commerce and Economic
Development 1997.

Kenny Wilson, Dillingham, Alaska (2003)

Fisherman Kenny Wilson’s fish smoking business in
Dillingham, Alaska, is in its second successful year.
Wilson is selling his smoked sockeye salmon in
vacuum sealed pouches in Alaska markets. Before
Wilson started his family business, he, like most
other local Bristol Bay fishermen, fished for as many
salmon as possible for an ex-vessel price of 40 cents
a pound. Now he fishes only until he has the quantity
of salmon he can handle in the smokery, and his

family business gets 30 dollars per pound of product.
Wilson started the business after he attended a
University of Alaska Marine Advisory Program
seafood technology workshop. The class covered
seafood smoking, quality assurance, HACCP
regulations, and other topics. Wilson got some
funding to help his business from the Community
Development Quota (CDQ) Program through the
Bristol Bay Economic Development Corporation.

Source: Fishlines 2003.



Clearly, direct marketing has worked for some
fishermen, and direct marketing efforts are developing
new market niches for wild salmon. It is likely that the
volume of salmon sold through direct marketing will
increase over time. However, it is unlikely that direct
marketing will absorb more than a relatively small
share of the total volume of wild salmon, for several
reasons. In particular, as seen in Chapters VI and VII, a
relatively small share of all wild salmon production is
sold fresh or frozen in the North American market (for
the period 2000-2004, this share was less than one-
fifth). Other constraints include:

• Direct marketing operations are, by definition,
small in scale: a fisherman marketing his own
catch and perhaps that of a few other fishermen. It
would be very difficult for small-scale operations
to process a significant share of the larger Alaska
wild salmon runs which account for the bulk of
wild salmon catches.

• Direct marketing is not easy. It requires hard work
and a variety of skills. As pointed out in the Alaska
Fisherman’s Direct Marketing Manual, “a good
fisherman does not necessarily make a good
fisheries business person, and a business person is
what you are if you do direct marketing.”

• Total niche market demand is limited. As more
fishermen engage in direct marketing, they will
find themselves in competition with other direct
marketers, which will tend to lower prices and
profits.

From an economic perspective, fishermen engaged in
direct marketing who increase their earnings are not
getting more money from fishing. Rather, they are
earning more money by doing more things—by
engaging not just in fishing but also in processing,
distribution and marketing. They are working harder—
sometimes much harder. Whether or not a direct
marketing effort is a success cannot be determined
from how much higher a price per pound a fisherman
receives, but only from whether the increase in price
covers the additional cost, time and risk of the
additional processing, distribution and marketing
activities he is taking on.

The Alaska Seafood Marketing
Institute (ASMI)
The oldest and best-known organization involved in
marketing Alaskan wild salmon is the Alaska Seafood
Marketing Institute, or ASMI, which was established
by the Alaska Legislature in 1981 (ASMI 2006).7

The organization and mission of ASMI is summarized
in the Alaska statutes shown on the following page.
ASMI is a public corporation which operates
independently but is ultimately subject to the authority
of the State of Alaska. ASMI is governed by a board
appointed by the Alaska Governor consisting of two
commercial fishermen and five seafood processors.8

ASMI summarizes its mission as follows:

The Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute is a marketing
organization with the mission of increasing the
economic value of the Alaska seafood resource
through:

• Increasing positive awareness of the Alaska
Seafood brand,

• Collaborative marketing programs that align ASMI
and industry marketing efforts for maximum
impact within the food industry,

• Long-term proactive marketing planning,

• Quality assurance, technical industry analysis,
education, advocacy and research,

• Prudent, efficient fiscal management.

ASMI’s mission is very broad. It is to promote all
species of seafood and their by-products that are
harvested in Alaska. Thus, ASMI is charged not just
with promoting Alaskan salmon, but also Alaskan crab,
halibut, pollock, and many other species—which
collectively greatly exceed Alaska salmon in total
volume and value, which sell into very different
markets, and which face different market opportunities
and challenges.
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ASMI Alaska
Wild Salmon
Advertisement,
Seafood
Business
Magazine,
November
2003.
(Used with permission

of ASMI)

7 Except where otherwise indicated, material for this section is from the ASMI web site: www.alaskaseafood.org.

8 Until 2004, ASMI was governed by a 25-member board appointed by the Alaska Governor, of whom twelve were required to be commercial fishermen (with
mandatory representation of different regions) and twelve were required to be seafood processors. The legislation requiring this large and cumbersome board,
which passed in the early 1990s, reflected the historical tension (discussed above) among regions and between processors and fishermen. Recognizing problems
arising from the former board structure, in 2004 the legislature adopted the current board structure, along with other significant changes to ASMI.



Recognition of the quality problems in the Alaska
seafood industry led to the charge to ASMI of
developing “market-oriented quality specifications for
Alaska seafood to be used in developing a high-quality
image for Alaska seafood,” and to develop marketing
programs based on inspection and premium quality
seals. This is a difficult challenge. The difficulty and
cost of achieving any given quality standard varies
widely between species being promoted—including
salmon—and among different seafood producing
regions and gear types.

ASMI Funding

ASMI has received funding from several different
sources which have changed over time. As shown in
Figure XII-2, between 1982 and 1993, ASMI received
direct appropriations from the State of Alaska
averaging more than $2 million annually. After 1993
the State began to reduce appropriations. Between FY
1999 and FY 2006 ASMI did not receive any direct
appropriations from the State.

The decline in State appropriations to ASMI—despite
repeated recommendations for State support of ASMI
salmon marketing from industry groups, State task
forces and several governors—was due to a
combination of factors. These included dissatisfaction
with ASMI among some parts of the Alaska seafood
industry; a philosophical belief that private industry,
including the seafood industry, should “pay its own
way”; declining political influence of the seafood
industry in the legislature; and a tighter fiscal situation
for the State of Alaska. In a turnaround, in the spring of
2006, the legislature appropriated $1 million to
ASMI—the first direct state funding in more than a

decade. This likely reflected not only growing political
support for ASMI and the seafood industry, but also the
dramatic increase in state oil revenues resulting from
higher oil prices.

ASMI’s most consistent source of funding has been a
tax on Alaska seafood processors. Prior to 2004, the tax
was calculated as 0.3 percent of the ex-vessel value of
all seafood landings (not just salmon), and raised about
$3 million annually. Unlike other revenue sources,
these funds are not subject to restrictions on how they
may be spent.

Beginning in 1994, the legislature passed a “salmon
marketing tax” of one percent of the ex-vessel value of
salmon landings, to be paid by salmon fishermen. The
specific purpose of the tax was to fund marketing of
salmon in the U.S. domestic market, and initially these
funds could not be used for marketing in other
countries. Due to the decline in the ex-vessel value of
Alaska salmon, ASMI’s funding from the tax declined
significantly from a peak of $4.8 million in 1996 to
$1.4 million in 2003.

In the fall of 2004, the legislature eliminated the one
percent salmon marketing tax paid by fishermen and
enacted provisions under which processors voted to
increase the seafood marketing assessment paid by
processors on all seafood from 0.3 to 0.5 percent.
These changes were part of a broad reorganization of
ASMI which changed the composition of the ASMI
Board (giving processors more control, and increasing
the relative share of funding for marketing other Alaska
species such as pollock).

Federal grants have provided a final important source
of funding for ASMI. Federal grants peaked in 1992 at
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The institute is a public corporation of the state. It is
an instrumentality of the state…but has a legal
existence independent of and separate from the state.

The governing body of the institute is a board of
directors. The board consists of seven voting
members appointed by the governor . . . Five
members of the board shall be seafood processors…
Two members of the board must be engaged in
commercial fishing.

The board shall:

(1) conduct programs of education, research,
advertising, or sales promotion designed to
accomplish the purposes of this chapter;

(2) promote all species of seafood and their by-
products that are harvested in the state and processed
for sale;

(3) develop market-oriented quality specifications for
Alaska seafood to be used in developing a high

quality image for Alaska seafood in domestic and
world markets, and adopt and distribute
recommendations regarding the handling of seafood
from the moment of capture to final distribution;

(4) prepare market research and product development
plans for the promotion of any species of seafood
and their by-products that may be harvested in the
state and processed for sale; . . .

(6) develop marketing programs based on . . .
“inspection” and “premium quality” seals . . . and
use the seals in advertising and promotion efforts of
the institute;

The board may not promote or make a contract that
promotes seafood by (1) geographic origin other than
from the state generally; (2) geographic region of the
state; or (3) specific brand name.

Source: Alaska Statutes, Sec. 16.51.010-180.

Selected Alaska Statutes Relating to the Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute



$8.8 million, declined to $2.9 million in 2003, and
increased sharply in 2004 and 2005 with large grants
from several new funding sources. Until 2000, almost
all federal funds received by ASMI were grants under
the U.S. Department of Agriculture’s Market Access
Program, which assists U.S. commodity groups in
export marketing. In 2000, ASMI received a multi-year
grant from the federal Economic Development
Administration for domestic salmon marketing.

ASMI’s total funding for marketing all Alaska seafood
fell from a peak of $14.7 million in 1995 to $7.2 million
in 2003. Excluding federal grants restricted to export
promotions, funding potentially available for domestic
marketing fell from $9.1 million in 1996 to $5.1 million
in 2003. In 2005, ASMI received major grants from two
federally-funded marketing efforts (discussed below), the
Alaska Fisheries Marketing Board and the State’s
“Alaska Fisheries Revitalization” program.

ASMI Marketing Activities

ASMI’s activities have been divided into three distinct
marketing programs: foodservice, retail and export. The
retail and foodservice programs focus on the U.S.
domestic market, while the export program has
undertaken marketing efforts in numerous foreign
markets including the European Union, Australia,
China, Japan and Taiwan.

In general, ASMI has focused on promoting a positive
image for Alaska salmon and other seafood, and on
retail and food service promotions, for which ASMI

provides promotional materials while buyers contract
separately with Alaska salmon suppliers.

Beyond these marketing activities, ASMI plays an
ongoing role as an advocate for the salmon industry in
both normal and emergency situations. As noted in
ASMI’s FY 2001 Annual Report:

“Twice in its history, ASMI has pulled the industry
through cataclysmic events—the canned salmon scare
in 1982 and the Exxon Valdez Oil Spill in 1989. In
both cases, ASMI launched massive public relations
campaigns to avert market disasters. Hardly a week
goes by that ASMI isn’t correcting a misperception,
educating a reporter, or setting the record straight on
a seafood story somewhere in the world.”

How effective has ASMI been in marketing Alaska wild
salmon in the United States? This is not an easy question
to answer. It is difficult to separate the effects of ASMI
from those of all the other factors affecting the U.S.
market, including the dramatic growth in farmed salmon
imports. It is particularly difficult to evaluate the long-
term benefits of sustained, multi-year efforts to promote
a favorable image for “Alaska wild salmon.”

ASMI points to a variety of measures of how it has
been reaching buyers and consumers with messages
about Alaska salmon, as shown below. But it is difficult
to know what these messages are achieving—how they
are actually affecting buyers’ and consumers’ decisions,
or how those decisions may be affecting prices for
Alaska salmon.
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Figure XII-2 Alaska Seafood Marketing Institute Budget, by Revenue Source

Source: Alaska Seafood Marketing Institue 2006



Constraints for ASMI in Marketing Alaska Salmon

Alaska has a long history in promoting Alaska salmon
and other seafood nationally and internationally, and
enjoys wide recognition among buyers. However,
ASMI faces significant constraints to the role which it
can play in marketing Alaska salmon.

The most important among these may be that ASMI
has no control over the production and sale of Alaska
salmon. This means that of the four “P’s” of effective
marketing—product, price, place and promotion—
ASMI can only directly engage in promotion, primarily
advertising and public relations. In particular ASMI
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“The Federal Economic Development Administration
(EDA) . . . awarded ASMI a $5 million grant to help
the Alaska salmon industry cope with the negative
impact of farmed salmon imports. . . The majority of
the grant supports a national public relations
campaign for Alaska salmon. The first year of the
campaign succeeded in carrying key messages about
Alaska salmon to U.S. consumers through
newspaper, radio and TV:

• Press kits sent to newspaper food editors across
the country generated stories about Alaska
salmon across America ...

• Radio news releases for Earth Day featured
interviews [which] highlighted the advantages of
choosing sustainable Alaska salmon, and aired
on 803 stations across the country reaching 6.2
million listeners.

• Over 20 million television viewers watched
Alaska salmon grilled outdoors by nationally
known chef Graham Kerr in a segment ASMI
produced for morning talk shows.

• Local chefs making appearances on TV and
radio programs are educating the audience
about the superiority of Alaska salmon versus
farmed salmon.”

“A collaboration between Whole Foods, the Marine
Stewardship Council (MSC) and ASMI led to a
month-long promotion at Whole Foods stores
nationwide. Whole Foods, the world’s largest natural
and organic supermarket, used the promotion to
educate customers about sustainable fishing practices
and the importance of buying fish from MSC-

certified sources. . . Alaska salmon was aggressively
promoted at all 125 Whole Foods stores. The
promotion included national public relations,
celebrity chef endorsements, eye-catching materials
in the stores (posters, recipe cards, informational
brochures, etc.) and a chain-wide Alaska salmon
sampling day. . .”

“ASMI conducted its first promotion with the 500-
unit club store Sam’s Club during the Summer 2001
‘Wild about Flavor’ promotion.”

“A retail field marketing representative for the West
Coast was hired to set up promotions with grocery
store chains.”

“Consumer interest in the health benefits of omega-3
fatty acids prompted ASMI to create the Healthy
Meal Planner. The booklet communicates the health
benefits of omega-3 fatty acids in simple terms. . .
The Healthy Meal Planner explains that omega-3s
may be easily added to the diet by eating two meals
of Alaska canned salmon each week. . . The Healthy
Meal planner has been offered to consumers through
retail promotions, and has also been distributed to
12,500 dieticians and nutritionists.”

“Distinctive promotions for canned salmon were
conducted in the fall and the spring, building on the
theme of canned salmon as an ideal ‘meal solution.’”

“ASMI provides retailers with tools to increase
Alaska seafood sales. Creative new promotions for
all species of Alaska seafood were developed for use
by retailers during peak consumption periods in fall,
spring and summer.”

Examples of ASMI Alaska Wild Salmon Marketing Activities
(as described in ASMI’s FY 2001 Annual Report)

“Expenditure of $900,000 generated media coverage
valued at $19.7 million in equivalent ad cost (the cost
of buying advertising space/time to reach that many
people)”

“Achieved 14.5 million ‘impressions’ (each instance
of the Alaska salmon message reaching a consumer
is referred to as an ‘impression’).”

“More than 13 million pounds of fresh and frozen

Alaska seafood sold through retail promotions.”

“58 grocery chains with 7,103 stores involved in
ASMI promotions.”

“More than 11.5 million pounds of Alaska seafood
sold through foodservice promotions.”

“35,000 chefs exposed to ASMI and Alaska seafood
through promotions and educational seminars.”

Measures of ASMI Effectiveness
(from ASMI’s FY 2001 Annual Report)



cannot affect product variety, quality and design, nor
can it affect price.

As discussed above, there is an intense debate within
the Alaska salmon industry about how to address
quality problems. ASMI is stuck in the middle of this
debate, recognizing that quality is essential for effective
marketing, but without any authority to mandate a
resolution of the issue.

ASMI faces further political constraints which derive
from its role as a “public corporation of the state” and
its dependence on state and federal spending. In
marketing Alaska salmon during the 1990s, at a time of
greatly expanding competition from farmed salmon,
ASMI faced the challenge of addressing the needs of
numerous constituencies—fishermen, processors, and
regions—with limited resources, with the inevitable
result that some parts of the Alaska salmon industry
felt that ASMI wasn’t doing enough for them.

Concerns with ASMI expressed by fishermen—a key
constituency—reflected and derived from the following:

• ASMI had not stopped or reversed the decline in
prices for wild Alaska salmon or the erosion of
Alaska’s market share in the U.S. fresh and frozen
market or other markets.

• Most fishermen could not see any tangible results
of ASMI’s activities. Alaska and the U.S. Pacific
Northwest, where most fishermen live and work,
are far from most of the cities where ASMI
promotions occur. Even if they lived in those
cities, they would not necessarily be aware of
ASMI’s extensive work with the seafood trade—
buyers of seafood for major retailers and food
service companies. Relatively few fishermen ever
saw the ASMI advertisement in Seafood Business
magazine pictured on an earlier page in this
chapter, or ASMI’s booths at trade shows such as
the International Boston Seafood Show.

• Most wild salmon fishermen had relatively little
experience in food marketing, and they had
relatively little ability to evaluate objectively what
marketing strategies may be effective or not. For
example, some fishermen criticized ASMI for not
aggressively attacking farmed salmon, while ASMI
cautioned that negative messages about farmed
salmon might confuse consumers and be
counterproductive for wild salmon.

• As discussed earlier, many fishermen distrusted
processors—who played a major role on the ASMI
Board. Fishermen argued variously that they were
not paid fairly by processors, that processors were
not sufficiently committed to developing new

products and markets for Alaska salmon, and that
some processors were involved in selling farmed
salmon.

These concerns led to the expansion of the ASMI board
in the early 1990s to twenty-five members, with equal
representation of fishermen and processors. However,
the expanded board was too large to operate effectively
or efficiently in giving direction to ASMI. Given the
political process for ASMI board appointments and the
mandate for representation of fishermen and different
regions, inevitably some of the Board members had
limited experience in and understanding of marketing.
These problems in turn led to declining processor
engagement with ASMI, aggravating the challenges
inherent in a marketing function separate from
production and sales.9

In recognition of these problems, after extensive
discussion within the industry, in 2004 the Alaska
legislature enacted major changes to the ASMI statutes
establishing the current smaller board, which is
effectively controlled by processors, and which better
facilitates “collaborative marketing programs that align
ASMI and industry marketing efforts for maximum
impact within the food industry.”

A continuing politically imposed constraint is that
under statute, ASMI may not promote seafood from
specific geographic regions or for specific brand
names. Thus to the extent that specific regions or brand
names represent potential marketing tools, ASMI may
not take advantage of them. This has contributed to a
push for separate funding of regional marketing
activities, discussed below.

State of Alaska “Salmon
Revitalization Strategy”
For a number of years the Alaska state government has
been involved in salmon marketing-related activities
independent of ASMI. These have included efforts of
the State’s Office of International Trade to gather
information and assist exporters in the Japanese and
Korean markets, research and fisheries development
efforts of the Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development and the work of the Alaska
Department of Fish and Game in support of
certification of Alaska salmon fisheries by the Marine
Stewardship Council as “sustainable.”

In 2003 the State of Alaska undertook a new “State of
Alaska Fisheries Revitalization Strategy,” supported by
$50 million in federal fisheries disaster funds and
economic development funds.10 Approximately $10
million of this funding was to be used for a “Salmon
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9 Perhaps inevitably, given the political environment in which it operates, ASMI was subject to more parochial criticisms. For example, ASMI was criticized by some
Alaska legislators for maintaining an office in Bellevue, Washington, rather than having all of its staff in Alaska—despite the fact that Alaska is not a cost-effective
location for most domestic or international marketing efforts.

10 Details of the Fisheries Revitalization Strategy are at www.dced.state.ak.us/cbd/seafood/revitalization/.



Marketing Grant Program” to be administered by the
Alaska Department of Community and Economic
Development. According to the program
announcement:

“This Program is intended to assist Alaska salmon
marketers to fund industry’s ‘best thinking’ on how
to most effectively market wild Alaska salmon.
Applications may seek funding for activities directly
associated with marketing Alaska salmon products
that have already undergone product design and
development work. . . . Products eligible under this
program should have already demonstrated market
acceptance and be ready for a dedicated marketing
plan. Funded expenses may include promotional
activities, familiarization tours, trade shows, related
marketing travel, packaging and label design, test
product giveaways, tasks related to product
marketing, and personnel costs. . .”

According to a 2005 report on the program,
approximately $10.6 million was awarded to three tiers
of applicants, with varying grant award maximums and
match requirements.11 Of $10.6 million in awards, $3.7
million was spent for advertisements, $1.6 million for
in-store demonstrations, $1.1 for discount promotions,
$948 thousand for customer visiting, $645 thousand for
slotting, and $620,000 for trade shows—with the
remaining $2.0 million going to a wide variety of
categories such as familiarization tours, market
research, display equipment, and product samples.
More than 90 percent of the funding went to marketing
efforts targeting the U.S. market. Almost 60 percent
went to pink salmon marketing efforts, primarily for
pouches, cans and burgers.

Clearly the Alaska Salmon Marketing Grant program
represented a significant infusion of state-administered
federal funding for marketing by the Alaska salmon
industry. However, it is unclear what effects the
program may have had or whether the marketing
efforts it supported will be sustainable.

Alaska Fisheries Marketing Board
In the spring of 2003, the U.S. Congress adopted
legislation establishing and appropriating $10 million
to an “Alaska Fisheries Marketing Board” (AFMB).
According to the legislation, the purpose of the Board
was:

“to award grants to market, develop, and promote
Alaska seafood and improve related technology and
transportation with emphasis on wild salmon, of

which 20 percent shall be transferred to the Alaska
Seafood Marketing Institute. The Board shall be
appointed by the Secretary of Commerce and shall
be administered by an Executive Director to be
appointed by the Secretary. The Board shall submit
an annual report to the Secretary detailing the
expenditures of the board.”12

An eleven-member Board was appointed in October
2003. The Board included an Alaska state senator, the
Executive Director of ASMI, five representatives of
fishermen’s associations, representatives of an Alaska
retail chain and a transportation company, and two
representatives of smaller Alaska seafood processors.
Notably absent were any representatives of the largest
Alaska salmon processors based in Seattle.

Athough its marketing goals are similar to that of
ASMI, AFMB operates under fewer constraints than
ASMI, and can expand its efforts into unusual realms
of marketing. For example, unlike ASMI, AFMB can
promote a specific region of the state or a specific
company. The Executive Director, Bill Hines of the
National Marine Fisheries Service, believes that
AFMB can occupy a unique niche where the
organization can address those areas other
organizations cannot (Welch 2003).

AFMB allocated $6.9 million for marketing programs
in 2004. Of this, $5.9 million was allocated for salmon
marketing, while the remaining $1 million was
allocated for Alaska pollock marketing. Salmon funds
were allocated to 64 Alaska salmon processors based
on the volume of salmon they had purchased in 2003.
The five largest processors each received more than
$500,000 in marketing funds, while the twenty-one
smallest processors received less than $1,000 each.
Processors could use the funds for a wide variety of
salmon marketing activities, with relatively few
restrictions.

In 2005, The Alaska Fisheries Marketing Board
received considerable attention when it granted
$500,000 to Alaska Airlines to paint a picture of a wild
Alaska king salmon along nearly the full length of a
Boeing 737 passenger jet.13 However, the attention also
raised questions about federal funding for the program,
how the $29 million allocated to the program since
2003 had been spent, and the fact that the Alaska
Fisheries Marketing Board had no official web site and
hadn’t released an annual report for public review
(Ruskin 2005).
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11 Alaska Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development, Alaska Salmon Marketing Grant Program: Purpose, Program Development, and
Funding Results (February 2005). Available at www.dced.state.ak.us/oed/seafood/revitalization/marketing.cfm.

12 Section 209 of the 2003 Consolidated Appropriations Resolution.

13 Pictures of the jet are posted on the Alaska Airlines website at http://www.alaskaair.com/as/www2/Promo/fishplane.asp. According to the website, the “Salmon-
Thirty-Salmon” aircraft symbolizes the critical role Alaska Airlines plays in transporting fresh Alaska seafood to the continental United States and beyond.



Alaska Regional Marketing Efforts
A number of organizations have been formed in Alaska
to promote wild salmon from particular fisheries or
regions, such as the Copper River, Cook Inlet and
Northwest Alaska.

Alaska’s best-known regional “brand” of wild salmon
is Copper River salmon. Copper River sockeye and
chinook salmon, caught in the Prince William Sound
drift gillnet fishery, enjoy several key marketing
advantages. First, Copper River was until recently the
first North American wild salmon fishery to open each
year, in early May. Second, the fish have an unusually
high oil content and are considered among the best-
tasting of Alaska salmon (although many other regions
also claim this distinction). Third, the fishery is located
near the town of Cordova, which has an airport with a
runway where jets can land—making it easier to ship
fish fresh to Lower 48 markets.

Building on these advantages, Cordova-based
fishermen and processors, working together with
Seattle-area retail stores and restaurants, have created
extensive “brand” awareness for Copper River salmon
as a premium Alaska wild salmon.14 Most Copper
River sockeye and king salmon are bled and iced or
chilled. The start of each season features media
publicity and advertising for Copper River fish. This
has resulted in a significant price premium for early-
season Copper River salmon. As shown in Figure XII-
3, in most years since the late 1980s, sockeye salmon
ex-vessel prices have averaged significantly higher in
the Prince William Sound area (which includes the
Copper River fishery) than the Alaska average. For

the years 2001-2005, prices averaged about $0.64/lb
higher in Prince William Sound—twice as high as the
statewide average price.

This price difference suggests that quality and regional
branding can indeed help to boost prices, although in
this case price differences are not solely attributable to
regional branding. Part of the price differences likely
derive from lower processing and distribution costs in
the Prince William Sound fishery than in other more
remote areas of Alaska such as Bristol Bay. Copper
River salmon prices also benefit from the limited
supply of fresh wild salmon early in the season: prices
tend to come down later once salmon from other
Alaska fisheries come on the market. Note also that the
premium market position of Copper River sockeye did
not insulate it from a significant downward price trend
during the early 1990s.

In recent years fishermen and processors in other areas
of Alaska have tried to create regional “brand”
recognition similar to that enjoyed by Copper River
salmon. Usually these efforts have required
participating fishermen to meet specific quality
standards.

One example is the Aleutians East Regional Marketing
Project, initiated in 2002 and organized by the Alaska
Fisheries Development Foundation (AFDF), the
Aleutians East Borough, and local area fishermen and
fish processing companies, with partial funding from
the National Marine Fisheries Service.15 The project is
working to develop a high-value domestic market niche
for late-run coho and sockeye salmon, sold under the
“Aleutia” brand name. The Alaska Fisheries
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Alaska Airlines’ “Salmon-Thirty-Salmon”

Photo Credit: Alaska Airlines

14 According to the Alaska Department of Community and Economic Development, “the success of Copper River salmon in the marketplace is a testament to the
potential for regional niche marketing in Alaska. The Copper River Fishermen’s Coop, currently inactive, established a brand name for the region’s fish in the
1980’s and began to focus on quality fish handling. . . . More recently, the Copper River Salmon Producers Association applied for a Copper River certification
mark from the U.S. Patent and Trade Office to officially brand their product. They continue to lead the promotion of quality standards for fishermen, tenders and
processors in Alaska. Cordova District Fishermen United (CDFU), a Cordova fishing organization representing processors and harvesters, facilitates the general
marketing efforts for regional participants. (http://www.dced.state.ak.us/cbd/seafood/seafoodmarketing/regionalmarketing.htm.)

15 This description of the Aleutians East marketing program is based on information posted at the AFDF website (www.afdf.org).



Development Foundation will purchase fish for the
project from local fishers at a price sufficient to provide
clear incentive to participate in the program. Further,
AFDF contracts with local processors to do the
requisite primary processing of the fish and arranges
for subsequent sale and distribution of the fish. AFDF
contracts with third party quality assurance inspectors
for the purpose of maintaining defined quality
standards for the program.

Another Alaska regional branding effort is the “Kenai
Wild” branding program for Cook Inlet salmon, in
which the Cook Inlet Salmon Branding board provides
inspections of fish caught in the inlet and if the fish
meet quality standards they are then marketed with the
“Kenai Wild” brand. Strom (2003) suggested that some
fishermen were skeptical of this branding project:

“While other areas of the state showed upward
movement in sockeye prices, Cook Inlet remained
between $.50 and $.60 with a nickel bonus for ice.
The much ballyhooed Kenai Wild brand was
bringing $.55 a lb. to the fishermen while processors
grabbed all the profit on the 200,000 lbs. of
deliveries, claiming that added production costs
absorbed the higher prices the salmon returned at the
wholesale end from an increasingly eager market.
Fishermen were disgusted; and, many vowed not to
return to such [an] unprofitable situation.”

This article suggests that regional marketing efforts,

like many other attempts to improve quality and
marketing of Alaska wild salmon, are vulnerable to the
problem that fishermen do not necessarily receive—or
perceive—any immediate benefits in higher prices to
compensate for the additional costs such programs
impose. This leaves many fishermen skeptical of
proposals for significant changes from business as
usual in Alaska salmon fisheries.

In general, while there are clearly opportunities in
regional marketing, there are also costs, difficulties and
risks. The Alaska Department of Community and
Economic Development provided a useful summary of
these in its “potential pitfalls from regional marketing,”
shown in the box on the following page.

Responding to growing interest in regional marketing,
in 2004 the Alaska legislature enacted legislation
allowing fishermen to vote to form “regional seafood
development associations” (RSDAs), supported by
taxes on fish landings within the region, which may
engage in regional marketing activities. In May 2006,
Bristol Bay drift gill net permit holders voted to
implement a one percent marketing tax on salmon
landings, which is projected to generate about
$700,000 annually (The Wave 2006). In effect, money
which these fishermen had formerly paid to support
ASMI through the former salmon marketing tax will
now go to a regional marketing organization controlled
by Bristol Bay fishermen.
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Figure XII-3 Average Ex-Vessel Prices for Alaska Sockeye Salmon

Source: Copper River ex-vessel prices are from Alaska Department of Fish and Game, “Salmon Exvessel Price Time Series by Species” (a one-
page summary distributed at public events). Statewide average prices are from CFEC Alaska Salmon Summary Data 1980-2005.



Other Alaska Wild Salmon
Marketing Activities

The Alaska Symphony of Seafood

The “Alaska Symphony of Seafood” is a nationwide
contest for new seafood products organized by the
Alaska Fisheries Development Foundation. The
purpose of the contest is “to provide incentive for
seafood processors to develop new, innovative, value-
added products made from Alaska-caught marine
resources.” Contest winners are picked by a panel of
judges made up of nationally known food experts. The
prize is an opportunity to display the winning entries at
the International Boston Seafood Show.

For a number of years the Symphony of Seafood
(formerly the Symphony of Salmon) has served to
highlight new Alaska salmon products, and to generate
publicity about Alaska salmon within the seafood trade.
However, the experience of one year’s winner may
serve to illustrate one of the challenges in marketing

wild salmon. In 2001, the Grand Prize was won by a
small, Native-owned processor located on the Yukon
River in Marshall, Alaska, for their Yukon King
Traditional Smoked Salmon Strips. However, the
following season the processor did not operate because
of very lowYukon River salmon runs.

Used with permission of Symphony of Seafood

Alaska Quality Seafood

Alaska Quality Seafood (AQS) is a new program which
provides an opportunity for wild salmon processors to
obtain third-party certification that their products meet
the quality standards represented by four different
quality seals. Participating processing plants agree to
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A number of potential pitfalls exist that may prove
detrimental to the Alaska salmon industry in general
with numerous regional marketing efforts in
existence. This page is provided to encourage
producers who utilize regional marketing programs
to be informed of concerns and actively engaged in
efforts that will reduce or eliminate these problems.

Diminishing other Alaska salmon. Alaska salmon
producers are concerned that one regional marketing
program will seek to differentiate its products by
unfavorably comparing them against other Alaska
salmon products. It is agreed that this might lead to a
diminished value for some salmon and possible
consumer confusion in general. To eliminate this
possibility, regional marketers are asked to:

• remain positive in their promotions,

• avoid comparative statements regarding other
Alaska salmon, and

• focus comparative examples, if used at all, to
salmon and other livestock options produced
outside of Alaska.

Poor coordination among all efforts. It can be
expected that some form of communication will be
necessary if there are several independent regional
marketing programs. Funding for all regional
marketing programs will be scarce. This will create
competition between the programs for limited funds.
Regional marketers may pursue the same markets,

which may be unable to support the volumes each
region is capable of producing. It may be helpful for
regions to coordinate with each other about where
they intend to market their products. Other adverse
effects from poor coordination may necessitate the
establishment of a formal means of communication.

Competition with a similar region. The Alaska
salmon industry is known for being tremendously
competitive. Not only do processors compete heavily
with each other, but fishermen are at odds with
processors, fishing gear types often compete within a
region, and even similar gear types fight over fish
within their regions. There is a belief within regional
marketing that participants must maintain an air of
neutrality and teamwork when operating within a
successful regional marketing program. Quality is a
huge component of successful branding and if one
sector of the industry fails to meet their
responsibilities, it is damaging for all. It may also be
ill advised for two distinct marketing efforts to exist
within the same region. This could cause consumer
confusion leading to diminished sales for all parties.

Slow market development. Any branding effort
takes time, particularly if money is limited to fund
the efforts. This will be the case with Alaska salmon.
Anyone interested in establishing a regional
marketing program should have adequate funding
and be patient in realizing the benefits of a branded
product.

Potential Pitfalls from Regional Marketing
(From the web site of the Alaska Department of Commerce, Community and Economic Development)

Source: http://www.dced.state.ak.us/oed/seafood/seafoodmarketing/regionalmarketing.htm

Logo of the 2003 Alaska
Symphony of Seafood



adopt new grading standards that are consistent
statewide. All fish is inspected when it arrives at the
plant and during the final product grading. Inspections
are conducted or audited by third-party inspectors to
ensure compliance. Once inspection is complete, an
official seal to indicate the grade is applied to the box.

The end goal of the program is to provide seafood
buyers throughout the distribution chain assurance that
they will receive the exact grade of salmon they specify,
each and every time they order. According to AQS, the
program has been shown to increase the confidence of
seafood buyers in Alaska salmon and to increase product
shelf life and decrease waste, and has resulted in higher
prices for product from participating plants.

AQS is a project of the Alaska Manufacturers’
Association (AKMA), a non-profit organization which
is part of the National Institute of Standards and
Technology Manufacturing Extension Partnership
(MEP). AKMA and AQS have been funded in part by
the national MEP, as well as by the State’s Alaska
Science and Technology Foundation, other federal
grants, and affiliation and client fees.

AQS provides a private, voluntary mechanism by
which participating processors could address market
concerns about the quality of Alaska wild salmon. A
critical issue for the future success of AQS will be

whether processors are able and willing to pay for a
larger share of the cost of the program in the future.

British Columbia Salmon Marketing
Council
The British Columbia Salmon Marketing Council
(BCSMC) is an organization similar in concept to
ASMI, but much smaller, which is charged with
generic marketing of British Columbia wild salmon.16

The Council is supported by a levy on wild salmon
catches of 0.5 percent of landed value. The Council
“undertakes research and educational programs for the
development and promotion of commercially harvested
wild B.C. salmon, and communicates to national and
international markets the quality, availability and value
of wild BC salmon.” The general manager summarized
the activities of the BSCMC as follows in Snell (2003):

“Every single working day the staff of the BCSMC
(now only two) are working to spread the story that
wild BC salmon are abundant again, that they are
being responsibly and sustainably harvested, and that
they are the superior choice for the discriminating
consumer looking for healthy food. There are a lot less
wild salmon than there are industrially produced farm
salmon—so only the very fortunate will have the
opportunity to purchase and enjoy them. We tell this
story to magazine, newspaper or radio reporters who
call; to schools that are doing salmon or environment
projects; to food distributors and retailers; to chefs in
domestic restaurants; to government officials in every
country that have heard of us—and to some that
haven’t; to tourists at summer events and dockside
sales in B.C.; to thousands of people at trade shows.
We simply tell it everywhere that we can because we
believe that until wild BC salmon is fully
differentiated from the flood of international farm
salmon, fishermen will not get the fair price for their
salmon that they deserve and need.”

Marketing North American Farmed
Salmon
North American farmed salmon marketing, like wild
salmon marketing, includes both marketing activities of
individual companies as well as those of associations
of producers. Marketing is an integral part of the
activities of the large corporations which produce most
of the farmed salmon consumed in North America, and
is facilitated by vertical integration within the industry.
Much more than for wild salmon, marketing of farmed
salmon fits the classic definition of “marketing” as an
orientation of the entire industry to meet the evolving
demands and opportunities of the market.
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Website of the Alaska Quality Seafood Program
(www.alaskaqualityseafood.com)

16 Except where otherwise indicated, material for this section is from the web site of the BCSMC: www.bcsalmon.ca.



Between September 30, 1996 and June 1, 1997,
Salmon Marketers International (SMI) conducted a
targeted generic salmon promotion in Atlanta, Boston,
Miami, San Francisco, Seattle and Washington, D.C.
The campaign included radio spots, point-of-sale recipe
cards and a variety of public relations efforts
(Anderson, Lombardi and Wessells, 1997).

Although the promotional effort was funded by the
farmed salmon industry, it did not differentiate between
farmed and traditional ocean-caught salmon. It targeted
the final retail consumer with the objective to “create
top-of-mind awareness of salmon as a meal option and
to stimulate the impulse sale of fresh salmon.”
Analysis of the results before and after each city
campaign indicated sales increased approximately nine
percent relative to the control market.

The program, primarily funded by the farmed salmon
industry in Chile, was discontinued when the U.S.
Coalition for Fair Atlantic Salmon Trade (FAST) filed
an anti-dumping and countervailing petition against the
Chilean salmon exporters on June 12, 1997.17 Since that
time, virtually all farmed salmon marketing in the
United States has been conducted by individual salmon
companies, and it typically targets wholesale buyers for
food service and retail outlets. Most final consumer
marketing is done by retail outlets or restaurants
through flyers, newspaper ads, specials and direct
contact with consumers by in-store staff or waiters.

Amenability of Farmed Salmon to Marketing

As discussed earlier in this chapter, farmed salmon has
numerous inherent marketing advantages relative to
wild salmon, which derive from the vastly greater
control that farmers have over production. It is this
control which enables salmon farmers to integrate
marketing with every stage of production, processing
and distribution.

A useful example is the ability of salmon farmers to
control the color of farmed fish through the use of feed
additives, as symbolized by the much-publicized Roche
SalmoFan™ color chart. The color chart is a classic
example of marketing—of learning what matters to
consumers, and producing to meet those needs.

Until recently, most marketing activities of the salmon
farming industry have been oriented towards the
buyers in the retail and food service industries. In
competing for long-term contracts as well as shorter-
term spot market sales, farmed salmon producers have
sought to understand and meet the needs of these
buyers. Except for trade shows and advertisements in
the trade press, most of these activities occur outside
of the public view.

Until recently, cooperation among salmon farmers
occurred primarily within regional and national

organizations of salmon farmers. The most important
of these, with respect to the North American market,
are SalmonChile (formerly the Association of Chilean
Salmon and Trout Farmers), the British Columbia
Salmon Farmers Association, and the New Brunswick
Salmon Growers Association. In addition to marketing,
these organizations represent their members on a
variety of other issues including salmon farming
regulation and trade disputes.

The marketing activities of regional salmon farmers’
organizations have evolved over time with the industry.
Rodrigo Infante, General Manager of SalmonChile,
described this evolution in an interview with the
Intrafish news service published December 19, 2003:

“Times are changing and so are the challenges. Ten
years ago, the challenge was to make ourselves
known in the world as salmon producers, and to get
customers to think of Chile when buying salmon, not
only as a source for product but also as a source for
information. The mediums used were publicity
campaigns, newspaper advertisements, and other
advertising. The basic message was that Chile is a
producer of salmon. Chile has a quality assurance
system. If you need a salmon product, think of Chile.

Therefore, the first objective was to make ourselves
known. Our goal was to get producers to become
familiar with the markets and understand how they
worked. That’s why many market studies were done,
to see how sales could be increased for Chilean
salmon, or salmon in general, and to look for ways to
get into the markets.

Those were the challenges at the beginning of the
90s decade. By the mid-90s, the industry was already
much more consolidated. The industry was more
developed, had international recognition, and
production was more intelligent. Salmon
consumption grew and so did the industry on a
global scale. With all that came a stage of generating
alliances, of co-operation, especially in the American
market. A generic campaign was done in the United
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Farmed Salmon Color Chart
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States. Thus the running theme was to look for
possibilities of working together.

The growth in supply and cost decreases for greater
production efficiency, things that go together, made
prices drop. And the [salmon] world became
somewhat crazed and producers were at war with
each other. That’s when accusations of dumping
came about. I would define this period as a setback.
It was each one for himself, to defend his own, to
continue operating in his own space, without looking
beyond himself.

Now I think that we are in a much more mature
stage, where it is understood that there is great
potential demand still untapped in the market. That it
is a market where salmon has [wide] acceptance, that
we have common enemies, and that it is much more
worth it to work together to improve the image of
salmon product among consumers. Every country
can find its own way to set itself apart. But this is
done in the market, where companies must try to
produce efficiently and find a place for their product
in the market, rather than making it a fight between
each other. . .

What is important is [that we] produce a high-quality
product that is well received by consumers. It’s
important that consumers become more educated
about salmon products. There are obviously still
many people who have yet to learn what salmon is
all about. That it is beneficial to your health. That it
reduces your cholesterol. They need to learn more
about how it is produced. That it is safe. That it is
produced under the highest quality standards.
Therefore, all the products consumers receive are
optimal, having passed through a series of registries
and controls. And that companies are ISO certified
and have the proper procedures to produce.

They also need to know that it is a sustainable
product. That its production is not harming the
environment, but rather is helping along the
development of very remote local communities, a
clear and evident benefit for salmon farming
countries and regions. I think these are positive
messages [we can give to consumers]. . . . We can
observe the market and focus our efforts into
adequately informing consumers of all these
[positive] messages having to do with our industry,
our product and the development of our activity. I
think these are our challenges.”

The latest stage in the evolution is Salmon of the
Americas (SOTA)—a new association formed in June

2003 by members of the Chilean, Canadian and U.S.
salmon farming industries.18 SOTA’s mission, as
described on its website, is “to improve health,
awareness and dining enjoyment of consumers in North
America by providing timely, complete, accurate and
insightful information about salmon on behalf of the
member companies.”

SOTA is a private nonprofit-making corporation based
in Miami, governed by a board consisting of four
representatives from the Canadian industry, four from
the Chilean industry and two from the US industry.
SOTA is funded by a per-kilo assessment on members’
salmon exports to the United States. SOTA’s operating
budget for 2003 was approximately $3 million.

SOTA highlights several themes that are likely to be
central to marketing efforts by salmon farmers over the
next few years. These include:

• Addressing health concerns associated with farmed
salmon raised by recent studies

• Addressing other potential concerns which have
been raised by groups critical of salmon farming,
such as the environmental sustainability of
aquaculture

• Emphasizing positive economic contributions of
aquaculture

• Pointing out that a significant share of “wild
salmon” are hatchery fish

The last of these themes has only recently been
emphasized by salmon farmers, but it may receive
increased attention as a response to claims that wild
salmon are more “natural.”19

SOTA is becoming increasingly sophisticated in its
responses to critiques of farmed salmon and in
proactive farmed salmon marketing efforts. For
example, in an April 2006 interview with the trade
journal Intrafish, SOTA chair Rafael Puga noted that
(Cherry 2006):

“In late 2005, we placed an insert into most of the
newspapers in the United States, with information
about the industry. We did this a few days after one
of the characters of a television show made a
statement against farmed salmon compared with wild
salmon. Although the episode was only fiction, we
thought it was a good idea to inform the public about
the truths of the industry. We did this without
responding directly to the program. We also bought
six pages in the Sunday magazine of the NewYork
Times, and this year we are preparing a series of
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18 The discussion in this section is based on information from the Salmon of the Americas website (www.salmonoftheamericas.com) and an article published by
Intrafish news services (www.intrafish.com) on June 23, 2003 (Cherry 2003).

19 Under the heading “How Farming Techniques Help Wild Salmon” the website points out that “Many people are surprised to learn that fully one in three of the
salmon caught in the waters off Alaska, the principal salmon fishery, started their life in a hatchery. Over 1.5 billion of these salmon are released into the ocean
each year where they join their naturally wild cousins, grow and are caught with them. In Alaska, this represents about 30 percent of the catch. In the lower 48
states, hatcheries account for over half the salmon caught.”



advertorials, which are kinds of editorials with
salmon information, with data about the latest
studies released on the benefits of eating salmon.”

The emergence of SOTA is a reminder that any
marketing effort, positive or negative, is likely to bring
about responses from competitors once it begins to
have an effect. As negative messages about farmed
salmon have increased, the salmon farming industry
has begun to respond in a coordinated way. These
efforts are likely to increase in proportion to the
economic threat represented by the efforts of groups
critical of salmon farming.

Potential Collaboration in Wild and
Farmed Salmon Marketing
An idea which has been discussed within the salmon
industry for many years, by both salmon farmers and

(to a lesser extent) wild producers, is to cooperate in
generic promotion of salmon as a healthy and tasty
alternative to other proteins. The potential advantages
of this approach would be to focus the combined
efforts of the industry on expanding the total market,
rather than competing for shares of a smaller market.

Potential themes of a cooperative approach are
illustrated in a “Wild or Farmed” comparison posted on
the Salmon of the Americas website, which is
reproduced on the following page. The messages are
that both wild and farmed salmon are healthy and tasty,
and the availability of both wild and farmed salmon
serves to increase the range of choices for consumers.

While salmon farmers have expressed, in various
informal ways, an interest in cooperation, most wild
salmon fishermen have not been receptive to this idea.
Although larger wild salmon marketing organizations,
in particular ASMI, have generally refrained from
attacking farmed salmon, neither have they defended
farmed salmon or explored opportunities for
cooperation. As discussed earlier, some wild salmon
producers have welcomed and sought to benefit from
criticism of farmed salmon.

These difference in opinion with regard to
collaboration are not surprising. Wild salmon
producers, whose production is limited by nature, have
no assurance that the potential benefits from
cooperating with farmed producers would not be
dissipated by expanded farmed salmon production.
This same issue has hampered international
cooperation between salmon farmers.

In response it might be argued that all salmon
producers benefit from positive promotions of salmon
(and more generally, seafood), and that as the size of
the total market grows niche markets specifically for
wild salmon will also grow.
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Which is Better for You? Which Tastes Better?

In these days of complex decisions about food, the
answer to this one is refreshingly simple. Both!

Which is Better for You?

Knowing which foods are good for you is important
because you want to eat foods that help you live better
and not just fill you up. Salmon, farmed or wild, fits
the bill.

Which Tastes Better?

Take your pick. Salmon isn’t the only food that gives
you choices. Which tastes better? A Bordeaux or a
Merlot? A Granny Smith or a McIntosh apple? (or a
Red Delicious or a Gala?) You get the picture—lots of
choices. Salmon is the same. It’s all good, but there are
differences. Many people can tell differences among
the five major species of wild salmon as they can
between some wild and farm-raised salmon. Try them
all and see for yourself.
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FOOD OMEGA-31,2

Farmed Atlantic Salmon3 1.9

Wild Chinook Salmon 2.0

Wild Chum Salmon 0.6

Farmed Coho Salmon 1.2

Wild Coho Salmon 1.1

Wild Pink Salmon 1.0

Wild Sockeye Salmon 1.2

Chicken (breast)4 0.1

Chicken (thigh)4 0.0

Ground Beef5 0.0

Pork Loin6 0.0

High in Omega-3 Fatty Acids

1 All content in grams per 100 grams, raw

2 Because Atlantic salmon comprise over 95 percent of the farmed
salmon raised, the figures regarding nutrient content are given for
this farmed species. Wild Atlantic salmon is an endangered species
and not fished commercially in North America.

3 Average of white and dark meat with skin, raw

4 Gound beef, 85% lean, 15% fat, raw

5 Fresh loin blade, bone in, raw

Nutrient Data: USDA Nutrient Database for Standard Reference,
Release 16 (2003)

FOOD SATURATED FAT1

Farmed Atlantic Salmon2 2.2

Wild Chinook Salmon 3.1

Wild Chum Salmon 0.8

Farmed Coho Salmon 1.8

Wild Coho Salmon 1.3

Wild Pink Salmon 0.6

Wild Sockeye Salmon 1.5

Chicken (breast)3 2.6

Chicken (thigh)3 4.4

Ground Beef4 5.9

Pork Loin5 8.4

Low in Saturated Fat

There are differences among wild species and among
wild and farmed salmon. But, no matter which one you
choose, compare and see just how low in saturated fat a
serving of salmon is:

1 All content in grams per 100 grams, raw

2 Because Atlantic salmon comprise over 95 percent of the farmed
salmon raised, the figures regarding nutrient content are given for
this farmed species. Wild Atlantic salmon is an endangered species
and not fished commercially in North America.

3 Average of white and dark meat with skin, raw

4 Gound beef, 85% lean, 15% fat, raw

5 Fresh loin blade, bone in, raw

Nutrient Data: USDA Nutrient Database for Standard Reference,
Release 16 (2003)

FOOD PROTEIN1

Farmed Atlantic Salmon2 19.9

Wild Chinook Salmon 19.9

Wild Chum Salmon 20.1

Farmed Coho Salmon 21.3

Wild Coho Salmon 21.6

Wild Pink Salmon 19.9

Wild Sockeye Salmon 21.3

Chicken (breast)3 20.9

Chicken (thigh)3 17.3

Ground Beef4 15.0

Pork Loin5 15.8

High in Protein

1 All content in grams per 100 grams, raw

2 Because Atlantic salmon comprise over 95 percent of the farmed
salmon raised, the figures regarding nutrient content are given for
this farmed species. Wild Atlantic salmon is an endangered species
and not fished commercially in North America.

3 Average of white and dark meat with skin, raw

4 Gound beef, 85% lean, 15% fat, raw

5 Fresh loin blade, bone in, raw

Nutrient Data: USDA Nutrient Database for Standard Reference,
Release 16 (2003)

“Wild or Farmed?” Comparison Posted on the Salmon of the America’s Website
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